
Presidential Candidate, Senator Cory Booker,
Travels to Mexico and Walks Previously
Deported Illegal Immigrants Across US Border
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Booker brought them back into the US after they were sent back to Mexico under the
Migrant Protection Protocols (MPP) whereby illegal aliens seeking admission to the US
from Mexico are returned to Mexico to wait for their immigration proceedings. Many
Americans are questioning whom Booker represents.

Guatemalan Official Says Mexico
Incentivizing Central Americans to Migrate
to the US
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The Mexican government is enticing Guatemalans and others from Central American
countries to leave their homes by offering benefits to them, like work permits and
visas, while they migrate north toward the United States.

Mexico Protects Border Following Trump’s
Tariff Threat. Immigration Expert Exposes
Who Is Driving Mass Migration.
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Liberal activists encourage massive illegal immigration to overwhelm the US border.
Pueblo Sin Fronteras, an NGO, worked feverishly behind the scenes to keep the caravans
coming, and is linked with the international Quaker movement, historical Democratic
Party donors and US government bureaucrats.
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Mexico Says It Is Holding Back 250K Migrants
in Response to Trump’s Tariff Threat
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Mexico’s top diplomats issued a veiled threat suggesting that without their efforts,
250,000 more Central American migrants could proceed north to the US border.

Trump Vows to Impose 5% Tariff on All Goods
Imported from Mexico – and Increase It Every
Month to 25% in October Unless Illegal
Migrants Stop Crossing the Border to the US
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President Trump vowed to impose a 5% tariff on all goods from Mexico, adding an
additional 5% each month until it reaches 25%, and then he claims he will only end it
when there is a substantial decrease in ‘illegal migrants’ crossing the border into the
US.

Mexico: 1,300 Migrants Riot and Escape from
an Immigration Facility
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Mexican authorities have not released any information about injuries during the riot and
escape, however, they did reveal that approximately 700 later returned to the shelter.
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California Judge Block’s Trump’s Policy to
Make Asylum Seekers Wait in Mexico While
Their Cases Proceed
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Judge Richard Seeborg of the United States District Court for the Northern District of
California blocked President Trump’s ‘Migrant Protection Protocols’ MPP policy that
would have forced asylum seekers from Central America to wait in Mexico while their
cases proceed.

Tijuana Drug War Rages: 21 People Murdered
in Less than 48 Hours
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Tijuana, right across the ‘open border’ with San Diego, is listed as the deadliest city
in the world based on its 2018 homicide rate. Over a period of less than 48 hours last
week, 21 people were murdered in a grisly fashion to make a statement to the living.
Most of the bloodshed is related to drug-cartel turf wars.

Tucker Carlson Asks a Mexican Politician Why
His Country Refuses to Stop Migrants
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Mexican official says that Mexican-Americans will think “Mexico First” even after seven
generations of living in the US and will refuse to assimilate. Mexico’s policy of urging
migrants to come to the US is an act of hostility.

Trump Administration Paralyzed by
Immigration Crisis But Effective Action Is
Possible
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Kris Kobach laid a out plan to immediately stop the deluge of people at the border that
includes processing towns along the border containing the hundreds of empty government
trailers for temporary housing for immigrants, and a team of immigration judges who can
immediately deport migrants on a fleet of planes…

Witness Testified that Mexican Drug Lord,
‘El Chapo’, Bribed Former President Peña
Nieto with $100-Million
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Cifuentes testified that under Peña Nieto’s regime, Mexican cartels grew in power as he
was unable or unwilling to stop cartel violence, key cartel figures were suspiciously
released from prison and Mexican police participated in trafficking, selling the drugs
themselves.

Tijuana: 17 Murders in 28 Hours, and a Total
of 153 in January So Far
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Seventeen murders were recorded in Tijuana over a 28-hour period; most of them involving
low-level dealers, lookouts, customers, and enforcers in the illegal drug trade. The
bloodshed is generally related to turf wars involving Cártel Tijuana Nueva Generación
(CTNG) against the Sinaloa Cartel.


